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AND CRIBL 
LOGSTREAM 
SAVING YOU MONEY, 
WHILST PROTECTING 
YOUR INVESTMENT
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Adding functionality to Splunk, 
whilst saving you more on Splunk & 
Storage than it costs to buy!
SOUND TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE?

In this article, we will explain 
what Cribl LogStream is, show 
you six ways with which Cribl 
LogStream can save you money 
and lastly, share some customer 
stories about how they have 
benefited from Cribl LogStream.
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First things first, what is Cribl LogStream?
CRIBL LOGSTREAM PROCESSES LOG DATA BEFORE YOU PAY TO ANALYSE IT.

Cribl LogStream helped us reduce 63% of our Splunk data,  
freeing up resources and letting us focus on new initiatives.”  
— Senior Security Engineer, Global Financial Services Company

LogStream helps you discern 
which data you need to send to 
an analytics tool to analyse now; 
which logs can be aggregated 
into metrics; which data should be 
stored and analysed later if needed; 
and which elements of data should 
be dropped altogether.

LogStream allows you to implement 
an observability pipeline which 
helps you parse, restructure, and 
enrich data in flight.

Get the right data, where you want, 
in the formats you need.
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The six ways that LogStream can save 
you money with your Splunk estate
Among the many 
features that Cribl 
LogStream can perform, 
we have selected the 
following six that focus 
specifically on saving 
you money

ROUTING

FILTERING 
EVENTS

DROP 
FIELDS

DEDUPLICATION

CONVERT 
EVENTS  
TO METRICS

SAMPLING

Cribl LogStream allowed us to fork data from Splunk’s Universal 
Forwarder over to Kafka without needing yet another agent.” 
— Lead Application Architect, Leading Health Insurance Provider
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ROUTING

Cribl LogStream allows you to route your data 
to different destinations.  This is extremely 
useful, since we know that data analysis tools 
like Splunk are expensive, especially if we have 
compliance requirements mandating that we 
keep data for years.  LogStream allows you to 
take a more asymmetric approach to how you 
deal with data.

For example, send all of your data to Splunk 
for analysis and have Splunk keep 90 days 
of data online for analysis.  At the same time 
have LogStream route the same data to an S3 
bucket for long term storage where you can 
keep a copy for years on inexpensive storage.

Need to analyse some of that data in S3?  No 
problem.  With LogStream’s Data Collection 
feature you can search for specific data in 
your S3 bucket or Azure blob, read it back 
in, transform it if necessary, then forward it 
to Splunk for analysis.  You can then delete 
it in Splunk when you’re done, safe in the 
knowledge that the original data is still in S3.

FILTERING EVENTS

Cribl LogStream allows you to filter whole events, 
from specific sources and which match specific 
conditions.  So if you have a lot of useless events in 
your data but some of it is very useful, LogStream 
can filter out the useless events before they get to 
your analysis platform.

DROP FIELDS

Do some of your events have fields that often have 
a value like “null” or “0”.  Sometimes, 100% of the 
values of a specific field might have the value “null” 
or “0” or “-”.  Cribl LogStream can filter these out in 
real-time so that your data is reduced considerably 
by the time it gets to your analysis  platform.  If 
your platform is Splunk, the best bit is that you can 
reconstruct the original event at search time using 
Splunk’s “fillnull” command.
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DEDUPLICATION

Often, event data contains duplicate events with the same 
information and all we really need to know is, “what information 
does the event contain” and “how many times has it occurred”.  
We certainly don’t need to receive the same information 
multiple times.  With LogStream we can suppress identical 
events and summarise the quantity of similar events whilst only 
supplying the information once to save repetition.

CONVERT EVENTS TO METRICS

Many events only contain fields with numeric values and these 
really lend themselves to being turned into Metrics.

A metric is a single measurement at a specific point in time. 
If you combine that measurement with a timestamp and one 
or more dimensions, you have a metric data point. A single 
metric data point can contain one timestamp but multiple 
measurements and multiple dimensions.

Metrics can be significantly less verbose than raw events that 
contain the same information, so by converting “events“ to 
“metrics”, we can save a significant amount of data.

SAMPLING

If you only need to get a 
sense of the current situation 
from your data, then it may 
make more sense to simply 
take a sample, rather than 
ingest all the data.

LogStream can do exactly 
that, saving huge amounts 
of data ingestion, whilst 
retaining the same 
conclusions from the data.
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What benefit do all six features have in common?
All six features allow you to save money on your Splunk license and Storage costs, 
whilst at the same time, adding helpful, additional functionality to Splunk.

Cribl LogStream gives us a control point where we can 
centralize transformation, enrichment, and alerting logic 
before routing to individual customer instances” 
— Head of MSS, Security Managed Services Provider

This is a must-have tool to complement massive seas of data.”  
— Advisor/Engineer & Splunk Trust MVP, Financial Services Firm

We’ve been looking at a lot of things. While you can never 
expect to find a silver bullet, this comes pretty close.”  
— Director & Dist. Eng., Global Financial Services Company
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By deploying Cribl you will achieve an immediate 
Return on Investment and dramatically reduce the 
cost of maintaining your Splunk estate in the future.
4DATA SOLUTIONS, EXPERTS IN SPLUNK SINCE 2008!

Want to know more?
For a demo or to arrange a trial, call or email us at:

+44 330 128 9180 

sales@4datasolutions.com 

4datasolutions.com


